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MGP or Madd Gear Pro is one of the best two-wheeler manufacturing companies from Australia.
However, mgp scooters are not only popular in Australia, but throughout the world. These two-
wheelers are ideal for kids and teenagers. Available at different designs and price range, MGP
scooters has been one of the best motorized two-wheelers for around ten years.

The best model to come out from this house is MGP Nitro. Yes, Nitro is renowned for the superior
performance it possesses. There are other models available also, but not a single one can compete
with Nitro. It is priced around Â£200. The price can vary from one region to another. If imported from
UK or Australia, then the excise duty and import surcharge will be levied on the total amount. As a
result, price will become higher. However, these factors never create any disruption in the selling of
nitro scooters. They are a craze among teenagers from all over the world. Every year, a wide
number of nitro scooters are exported to different parts of the world for selling purpose.

mgp nitro is fitted with 100 mm lade core wheels. The presence of KRUNK k -2 bearing on wheels
makes for a robust appearance. KRUNK cromoly handlebars are in the shape of bat wing. Such a
cool design, geared with high speed and acceleration, makes nitro a much smarter option than any
of the other scooties available in the Â£200 price range. 

The recent version is MGP VX2 nitro extreme. Some of the features include gorilla grips, hic
compression, laser etched deck graphic, and 3 dimensional forged forks. These items can be also
purchased online from MGPâ€™s own store. There are also some other reliable-stores available that
sell these stunning scooties at discounted rates.
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For more information on a mgp nitro, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a mgp scooters!
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